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GLOSSARY OF TERMS 

Basel Convention The Basel Convention on the Control of Transboundary Movements of 

Hazardous Wastes and their Disposal is a global agreement which aims to: 

minimise the generation of hazardous wastes in terms of quantity and 

hazardousness; to dispose of them as close to the source of generation as 

possible; and to reduce the movement of hazardous wastes. 

 

Bicycles  Any bicycles in re-usable or recyclable condition. 

 

Contamination  Materials and items within a recycling process that are not readily recycled by 

that process, such as green waste, food stuff or household waste.  

 

CRT  Cathode Ray Tube – „tube‟ found in glass TV screens and older style Computer 

monitors. 

  

E-waste For the purposes of this report, this term refers to electronic waste including 

computers, laptops, computer peripherals (e.g. printers, faxes etc.). Depending 

on context, this term can be applied to all electrical goods (anything with a plug 

or rechargeable dry cell battery power source). 

 

Furniture Furniture in good re-usable condition. 

 

General Waste Any material that is deemed non-recoverable, and is therefore intended for 

disposal into landfill. This is normally what remains after the recyclables have 

been collected.  

 

Guidelines   Set of rules relating to the allowed quantities, methods, and material types for 

collection from verge (e.g. length of materials should not exceed 1.5m; 

refrigerators should have doors removed so children cannot get trapped, 

batteries to be placed separate to other waste materials, etc). Current 

guidelines differ between councils.   

 

Hardwaste  The household goods and other bulky waste placed on street verges for annual 

(or more frequent) collection. 



  

 

 

Hazardous Material Waste with the potential to have a significant impact on human and/or 

environmental health, such as; car batteries, asbestos, chemicals, etc. 

 

Toys Any toys suitable for re-use. 

 

MRC  Mindarie Regional Council 

 

OH&S  Occupational Health and Safety – Examples of verge waste collection OH&S 

issues include broken glass; protruding nails; hazardous/toxic waste disposal, 

etc. 

 

Recyclable  Any material that can be collected separately from the general waste for 

processing. The precise definition will vary, depending upon location (i.e. 

systems exist for the recycling of some materials in some areas and not in 

others). 

 

Recycling  Where a material or product undergoes a form of processing to produce a 

feedstock suitable for the manufacture of new products. 

 

Re-use The transfer of a product to another user, with no major dismantling or 

processing required.  

 

Stakeholder Any party with a direct interest in the outcome, project or process (e.g. charities, 

local government, scavengers (informal stakeholders), private sector, etc). 

 

Timber  Any timber off-cuts/products suitable for re-use or recycling, including: 

construction timber; broken furniture; fence pickets, etc.  

 

WALGA  Western Australian Local Government Association. 

 

Waste Management  A waste management approach that sets out a preferred order of management 

Hierarchy     options, with avoidance as the most preferred and disposal as the least 

preferred. 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

Mindarie Regional Council has recognised that, under current waste generation and disposal 

rates, the landfill at Tamala Park will be full by approximately 2021. In order to further develop 

waste diversion methods, Hofstede & Associates was engaged by Mindarie Regional Council 

to conduct verge hard waste audits in all its member Council areas to assist the development 

of regional best practice procedures for verge bulky waste collection and recycling. 

The purpose of the study was to identify and quantify waste fractions suitable for recovery 

from this waste stream, and from this, to identify possible methods of diversion.  

Random representative households from six member councils across the Mindarie Regional 

Council were audited during the period September to November 2009. Verge waste was 

surveyed for the following waste fractions: 

 White goods 

 Scrap metal 

 Furniture 

 Timber 

 Plastics 

 Timber 

 E-waste  

 Cardboard 

 Bicycles 

 Toys 

 Styrofoam 

 Tyres 

 Mattress 

 Glass 

 General waste 

 Building material 

 Hazardous waste 
 

A Total of 1,502 households were audited during September to November, 2009. This 

included: 380 flats (25% of audited households); 28 semi detached houses (2% of audited 

households); 1,016 single houses (68% of audited households); and 78 units (5% of audited 

households). The total numbers of audited households - by household type - are shown in 

Figure E1. 
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Figure E1 Total audited households – by household type, 2009 

NB -Town of Vincent not included as the verge waste collection was not scheduled during the audit 

period. 

The Cities of Wanneroo and Stirling were composed mainly of single houses, and therefore 

had the largest proportion of single houses audited (334 and 205 households respectively). In 

contrast, the City of Perth is mainly composed of flats, representing a total of 25% of all 

audited households.  
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According to per total audited verge waste fractions by volume (m3) data, timber was identified 

as the largest waste fraction (19% of total volume), view Figure E2.    

 

Figure E2 MRC – Total audited verge waste fractions by volume (m3) 
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The highest proportion of waste by volume (m3) came from the Cities of Wanneroo (30%), and 

Stirling (25%), view Figure E3. The Town of Cambridge contributed to 14% of the total 

audited verge waste and the City of Joondalup contributed to 12%. While the Towns of 

Victoria Park and Vincent contributed to 9% and 7% respectively, view Figure E3, The City of 

Perth had the lowest contribution to the total audited verge waste by volume. The percentage 

breakdown of verge waste volume (m3) by source council is shown graphically in Figure E3. 

 

Figure E3 Percentage of total audited verge waste volume (m3) by source council 
NB - Town of Vincent data was based by extrapolating number of households and audited waste 

averages per household from the Towns of Cambridge and Victoria Park. This data was included to 

capture the Town of Vincent’s contribution to the total proportion of waste generated across the entire 

MRC.  
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The data from Table E1 is an estimation of the waste generation within the MRC based on the 

audit results. We have assumed that the density of the waste is 2.5 times higher when it is in 

the truck compared to loose waste on the verge. This figure is based on the results of 

commercial waste audits conducted at Balcatta Waste Transfer station and Tamala Park 

landfill. 

Table E1- Total estimated waste volumes and tonnages within MRC 

Councils Wanneroo Cambridge Victoria 

Park 

Joondalup Stirling Perth Vincent Total 

MRC 

total verge 

volumes 

32,600 13,351 17,802 32,819 155,941 568 5,962 259,042 

total truck 

volumes* 

13,040 5,340 7,120 13,127 62,376 227 2,384 103,616 

total verge 

tonnages** 

3,260 1,335 1,780 3,282 15,595 56.8 596 25,904 

Actual 

tonnages 

3,980 2,305 1,218 8,679 6,310 45 582 23,119 

Variability 

% 

-18 -42 46.1 -62.1 147.1 26.2 2.4 12 

*
Volume reduction in truck was factor of 2.5 

**
Tonnages calculation were based on waste density of 0.25 

 

The overall variability of the data appears to be marginal, these differences may be due to 

sampling variability, sampling error, scavenging and recycling prior to collection for landfill 

disposal, view Figure E4.  
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Figure E4- Tonnages of verge waste collection, weighbridge Vs. Audited verge waste 

 

CONCLUSION 
 

The largest types of waste disposed off through verge waste collection are scrap metal and 

timber, 30% and 27% of waste respectively, and both have resource value.  Hence in the first 

instance it is recommended to focus on recovery and recycling of these materials; followed by 

the next high volume waste as to progressively recover materials from this waste stream. 

Special consideration should be given to E-waste quantities as e –waste generation is about 

to escalate in the near future due to the phasing out of analogue systems in favour of digital 

electronic equipment as well as regular home computer equipment  replacement.  Currently, 
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the proportion of E-waste going to landfill is only 3%.   The potential resource value of E -

waste, the high risk of pollution potential as well as the desire to keep this waste from landfill 

disposal creates an opportunity to anticipate and put management initiatives in place to 

prevent E waste from entering the landfill disposal stream.   E waste can be recycled. 

However, the challenge is to have the infrastructure in place to recycle the waste. 

In order for each member council to achieve respective waste minimisation policy it is 

recommended that each MRC member contributes to a common MRC waste minimization 

policy and that public education campaigns and verge waste management and public 

documentation be consistent across the MRC catchment.  

 

RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
This report seeks to provide possible solutions and methods for achieving a regional best 

practice verge waste collection strategy that can assist the Regional Council in achieving a  

“Towards Zero Waste” target. 

The recommendations included in this report should be considered by the MRC in association 

with the following key points: 

 

 

Section   Recommendation 

3.1  To develop regional waste data collection system 

 MRC to develop a regional policy on verge waste management 

3.2  To evaluate the option of recyclable collection only and target at 

maximum diversion of these recyclables 

4.1 

 

 To review the collection system and frequencies with a view to a 

coordinated regional approach 
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4.2 
 To establish a review committee to look at developing a set of 

guidelines that are consistent on a regional basis and consistent with 

the MRC Waste Minimisation Policy 

 

 To establish verge waste education campaigns for all residents of the 

Mindarie Regional Council 
 

 To consider a differential charging system where green waste and 

recyclables are collected as part of council services and waste 

collected for landfilling to be chargeable 

4.5  To develop an online Resident Waste Service Request Form to allow 

residents to request collection and to immediately inform Council 

about Illegal dumping lost or damaged bins and missed collections 

4.6  To develop verge waste operational manual 

 To place E-waste as the primary priority for resource recovery and 

diversion from landfill from 2010 onwards 

 To enforce the guidelines 

4.7    To include on its website a user friendly amalgamated bulk verge 

waste page. 

 To conduct surveys to gauge residents‟ level of satisfaction with 

verge waste collection services, and to identify any underlying issues 

with compliance 

4.8  

 

 To engage with WAMA to conduct investigation into legal framework 

for aspects of verge waste disposal and collection with a focus on 

public liability, OH&S and Council obligations and rights 

6.1  To develop a clear policy on scavengers for verge waste collection 

6.2  To establish a strong joint venture relationship with charities 

6.3 and 6.4  To develop new alternatives to divert waste going to landfill 
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1 INTRODUCTION 

1.1 BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY  

The combined member councils of the MRC are collecting annually approximately 295,000 

tonnes of household waste, generated by approximately 600,000 residents. The waste 

consists of the following types (Table 1). 

Table 1 Domestic waste generation and disposal in the MRC. 

Waste Source Landfilled Recycled/recovered Total 

Household waste  160,000*   65,000 225,000 

Green waste      1,000**   19,000   20,000 

Kerbside recycling    10,000***   15,000   25,000 

Bulky verge waste    26,000 -   26,000 

TOTAL  197,000 99,000 296,000 

*Consists of 125,000 tonnes household waste and 35,000 tonnes residue from Neerabup AWT plant. 

** Domestic waste surplus to NeeraBup RRP capacity is sent to Tamala Park.  This contains an 
estimated 1000 tonnes green waste. 

*** This consists of residue removed from kerbside collected recyclables at a recyclables sorting facility. 

 

The landfilled waste consists of household waste fraction (125,000 tonnes), Neerabup AWT 

residue (35,000 tonnes) and bulky verge waste (26,000 tonnes). The focus of this project is on 

auditing the Bulky verge waste with a view to maximise waste diversion of bulky verge waste. 

Hofstede & Associates was engaged by Mindarie Regional Council to conduct an audit of the 

verge bulky hard waste stream from its member councils: City of Stirling; City of Joondalup; 

Town of Cambridge; Town of Victoria Park; City of Perth; City of Wanneroo; and Town of 

Vincent.  

The project scope was to audit a representative sample of the mixed bulky waste stream 

generated from households and disposed of via the councils‟ verge collection services.  
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The audit data was used to: 

 Identify recoverable waste fractions 

 Estimate weight and volumes of bulky waste, and 

 Develop recommendations for a regional best practice for verge bulky 

waste collection and recycling.  

The overall aim of the project was to establish a best practice in waste minimization, in the 

context of diverting materials away from the Tamala Park Landfill site in order to prolong its 

lifespan and recover the maximum amount from verge collections. 

1.2 OBJECTIVES AND REQUIRED OUTCOMES  

In order to achieve the greatest possible resource recovery from the verge waste collection 

process, thereby maximizing diversion of waste from landfill, Hofstede & Associates were 

engaged to:   

 Identify current practices of the seven member local governments, and streamline the 

verge waste collection guidelines for all councils 

 Identify ways to prevent and/or recover useful materials from entering verge waste 

collections 

 Conduct an analysis of verge bulky hard waste to identify potentially re-useable and 

recyclable fractions of this waste stream 

 Assess the adequacy of the current frequency of verge collections 

 Introduce coordinated collection of serviceable household goods by charities (prior to 

each hard waste collection), as a minimum feature of each of the councils‟ verge waste 

collections 

 Develop recommendations for maximizing resource recovery from verge waste 

collections and diverting waste from landfill 
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1.3 RELEVANCE TO CO-PROJECTS AND REGIONAL WASTE 
STRATEGY  

In order to achieve progress towards achieving MRC “Waste Minimisation Policy” and 

additionally extend the lifespan of Tamala Park Landfill, Mindarie Regional Council must 

implement new strategies for waste diversion.  In order to develop a regional waste 

management strategy quantitative and qualitative data reflecting the waste generation and 

management situation are critical.  This project is designed to generate data on the bulky 

verge waste collection and based on the interpretation of the data make recommendations to 

further increase waste diversion away from landfill.  

This report seeks to provide recommendations towards achieving a regional best practice 

verge waste collection approach; this is in the context of the MRC‟s policy to implement a 

waste minimisation approach to landfill. 

1.4 GENERAL APPROACH 

In order to achieve our objective we employed a quantitative method.  A quantitative method 

generates data and this data can provide the basis tools for prediction and forecasting waste 

generation. This method involved observation and recording of representative samples of 

verge waste from households available at the time of the audit. Following data collection the 

data were processed and analysed.  The data was used to illustrate the makeup of the hard 

waste disposed of during verge collections and, in conjunction with results from interviews and 

observations, were analysed and from this analysis recommendations were formulated for the 

MRC. 

 

2 METHODOLOGY 

2.1 PLANNING 

Areas to be audited and the methodology of the audit were clearly defined and an audit 

schedule was established. Desired outcomes of the project were approved by the Mindarie 

Regional Council. 
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Information to be collected during the audit period included: 

 House type 

 Estimated volume of waste characterisation 

 Compliance with council guidelines 

 Occupational Health & Safety issues (human and environmental) pertaining to verge 

waste disposal and collection 

 Contractor interviews 

 Total weighbridge data from each council 

 Interviews with charity organisation. 

2.2 AUDIT METHODOLOGY  

Two auditors conducted a random survey within the scheduled areas. This process was 

conducted twice a week; every Wednesday (four days prior to Monday morning collection) 

and every Sunday (one day prior to Monday morning collection).  

Photos were taken during the audit to capture a visual representation of current verge waste 

disposal practices of householders and to illustrate particular issues, concerns or good 

practices.  

Contractors responsible for verge waste collections for member councils were interviewed to 

gain a representative perspective of their involvement in and view of the verge waste 

collection process. A summary of these interviews is outlined in section 4.4, as per the 

contractor questionnaire (attachment 1). 

2.3 DATA COLLECTION AND QUALITY 

The data collected during the audit were the result of a visual audit and waste piles were 

measured where appropriate to calculate waste volume.  The waste characterisation was 

based on visual relative volume estimation.  Accurate records were made of the number of 

houses audited to allow extrapolation of the compiled data to the total council population. 
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Data has been collected from numerous stakeholders as part of this project. Confidence in the 

reliability of data varies between stakeholders based on the method of data collection and the 

ease with which this data could be retrieved from stakeholder databases/records. The majority 

of stakeholders presented quantitative approximations about their operations. 

A comparison between audit results and actual amount of waste collected in each Council can 

provide some measure of accuracy of the audit methodology. 

Future data could be retrieved from each council‟s account administration, as these data may 

be the most accurate. 

The objective of having accurate and up-to-date waste data is to quantify total verge waste 
generation in each council in order to:   

 Assist in waste infrastructure planning 

 Assist in waste minimisation and avoidance planning 

 Aid State policy development by Western Australia Government 

 Monitor change and policy impact 

 Assist regulatory activity and Better Waste Regulation 

 Support the State Waste Minimisation Strategies 

 Give solid foundation to future audits. 
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3 FRACTIONATION OF VERGE WASTE GENERATION 

IN THE MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL 

3.1 INTRODUCTION 

 

The large amount of data generated as a result of the audit was processed in terms of:  

 Waste characterisation, which represents what the waste consisted of expressed in 

percentage of total waste 

 Waste quantities which represent the total waste generation in m3 or tonnes in a 

council based on extrapolating the data from the audited sample of dwellings.  

Volumetric measurements are mainly relevant to waste collection, transportation and disposal 

planning and management.  Weight based measurement and data mainly contribute to waste 

accounting since the waste is charged for by weighbridge weight data.  Waste disposed of in 

landfill is limited by volume rather than by weight. 

Given the resource intensiveness of conducting audits, in the future quantitative data could be 

retrieved from each council‟s account administration, as these data may be the most accurate. 

Recommendation 3.1 

 Develop regional data collection system      

 
This would only leave a requirement to monitor the characterisation of the waste, which is 

most relevant since waste characterisation changes over time as well as the fact that waste 

characterisation data allow for better resource recovery potential of the waste. 

The following sections represent the waste fractionation of the waste stream generated from 

each council. These data are expressed in volumes (m3) or weight (tonnes), where indicated.  
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3.2 FRACTIONATION OF TOTAL VERGE WASTE GENERATED IN THE 
MINDARIE REGIONAL COUNCIL 

 

3.2.1 VERGE WASTE FRACTIONS BY VOLUME 

Due to the range of councils in the MRC there is a significant variation in the volume of 

verge waste generated.  The relative contribution by member councils to the total verge 

waste collected in the MRC is shown in Figure 1, expressed in % volume contribution.  

The highest proportion of waste by volume (m3) came from the Cities of Wanneroo (30%), 

and Stirling (25%). The Town of Cambridge contributed 14% of the total audited verge 

waste and the City of Joondalup contributed to 12%. While the Towns of Victoria Park 

and Vincent contributed to 9% and 7% respectively, The City of Perth had the lowest 

contribution to the total audited verge waste by volume, mainly due to low residential 

population and small block sizes and living areas.  

 
 

Figure 1 Breakdown of relative volume of verge waste generated by MRC Member 
Councils, expressed in % of total volume (m3). 
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3.2.2 TONNAGE VERGE WASTE FRACTIONS  

The tonnage verge waste percentages of each member council within MRC varied due to 

differences in the type waste stream fractions, i.e. City of Stirling had the highest proportion of 

waste by weight 28% compared to City of Wanneroo 26% (Figure 2); City of Stirling had 25% 

of MRC‟s total audited verge waste volume while City of Wanneroo generated 30% of total 

waste volume (Figure 1).  Verge waste tonnage data for each member council and the MRC 

are provided in Table 2.  There appears strong consistency between volume and weight 

relationship of verge waste for all Councils.  This suggests the volume to weight ratio as well 

as waste breakdown have a high level of consistency.  This can be used in management 

practices. 

 

 

Figure 2 Breakdown of relative amount of audited verge waste generated by MRC 
Member Councils, expressed in % of total mass (tonnes). 
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3.3 CITY OF WANNEROO 

The waste fractionation volume of the verge waste in the City of Wanneroo is shown in 

Figure 3.  A total of 16 fractions were identified and their relative representation in the 

waste is expressed in %.   Timber was identified as the largest waste fraction (17% of 

total volume) followed by e-waste (14%), general waste (13%) and furniture (12%). 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Waste fractionation in the City of Wanneroo by volume. 
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3.4 TOWN OF CAMBRIDGE 

The waste fractionation of the verge waste in the Town of Cambridge is shown in Figure 

4.  A total of 13 fractions were identified and their relative representation in the waste is 

expressed in %.  

General waste (26%) and timber (19%) were identified as the highest % waste 

components in the verge waste volume at the Town of Cambridge.  For a number of 

fractions such as glass, toys, bicycles the % is 0, this means that some items were 

found though they represented less than 0.5 % of the waste stream. 

 

 

Figure 4 Waste fractionation in the Town of Cambridge by volume. 
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3.5 TOWN OF VICTORIA PARK 

The waste fractionation of the verge waste in the Town of Victoria Park is shown in 

Figure 5.  A total of 12 fractions were identified and their relative representation in the 

waste is expressed in %.  

It was identified that Town of Victoria Park had high proportions of timber (25%), white 

goods (19%) and general waste (18%), respectively (Figure 5). 

 

Figure 5 Waste fractionation in the Town of Victoria Park by volume. 
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3.6 CITY OF JOONDALUP 

The waste fractionation of the verge waste in the City of Joondalup is shown in Figure 

6.  A total of 16 different fractions were identified and their relative representation in the 

waste is expressed in %.  

The highest proportion of the verge waste in the City of Joondalup‟s constituted of 

general waste19%, timber 17% and furniture 16% respectively. 

 

 

Figure 6 Verge waste fractionation in the City of Joondalup by volume. 
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3.7 CITY OF STIRLING 

The waste fractionation of the verge waste in the City of Stirling is shown in Figure 7.  A 

total of 16 different fractions were identified and their relative representation in the waste 

is expressed in %.  

According to the results shown in Figure 7, timber (20%), general waste (16%) and 

scrap metal (12%) were the dominant waste fractions, representing nearly 50% of all 

verge waste. 

 

Figure 7 Verge waste fractionation in the City of Stirling by volume. 
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3.8 CITY OF PERTH 

The waste fractionation of the verge waste in the City of Perth is shown in Figure 8.  A 

total of 14 different fractions were identified and their relative representation in the waste 

is expressed in %.  

The dominant waste fraction incl. whitegoods (26%), scrap metal and mattresses (16% 

each) and E-waste (12%).  These 4 fractions represent 70% of the total verge waste in 

Perth. 

The verge waste audit of City of Perth was conducted for one Sunday only, one day 

prior to the commencement of collection. This was because most of the householders in 

the city centre did not place their waste on the verge until the weekend immediately prior 

to the collection day, which was apparent during a survey earlier in the preceding week. 

This may be due to the limited verge space within the city residential areas and a desire 

to maintain an attractive streetscape.  
 

 

Figure 8 Verge waste fractionation in the City of Perth by volume. 
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3.9 TOWN OF VINCENT 

The waste fractionation of the verge waste in the Town of Vincent is shown in Figure 9.  

A total of 16 different fractions were identified and their relative representation in the 

waste is expressed in %.  

Timber (22%) and general waste (21%) and white goods were identified as the largest 

waste fractions. The Town of Vincent had already completed the verge collection by the 

time of the audit.  Hence the data of the Town of Vincent was determined by 

apportioning the data of Perth, Victoria Park and Cambridge. 

 

Figure 9 Verge waste fractionalisation in the Town of Vincent by volume. 
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     Table 2 Tonnages of verge waste collection at weighbridge by MRC Member 
Councils in 2008/9. 

Councils Wanneroo Cambridge Victoria 
Park 

Joondalup Stirling Perth Vincent MRC 
Total 

Verge 
waste 
(T) 

3,980 2,305 1,218 8,679 6,310 45 582 23,119 

 

     Table 3 Tonnage audited verge waste percentages  
         Councils  
  
Waste  
Fractions 

Wanneroo Cambridge Victoria 
Park 

Joondalup Stirling Perth Vincent 

White goods 
5 3 12 2 2 15 8 

Scrap metal 
28 20 30 30 37 54 26 

Plastics 
6 8 5 9 9 2 6 

Furniture 
1 1 0 1 0 0 1 

Timber 
28 32 38 24 25 8 35 

E-waste 
7 4 4 2 2 5 4 

Cardboard 
15 23 5 8 14 9 12 

Bicycles 
0 0 0 0 2 0 0 

Toys 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Styrofoam 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Tyres 
2 3 0 3 0 0 1 

Mattress 
2 2 0 2 1 3 1 

Glass 
1 0 1 6 1 0 1 

General waste 
2 3 2 2 2 2 3 

Carpet 
2 1 2 1 2 2 2 

Building Materials 
1 0 1 10 3 0 0 

Total 
100 100 100 100 100 100 100 
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The percentages data generated on the Table 3 were from the estimated audited verge waste 

in tonnes. This data would help construct the breakdown of verge waste by fraction for each 

member council on Table 4. 

3.11 BREAKDOWN OF VERGE WASTE TONNAGE BY MRC MEMBER 
COUNCILS AND WASTE FRACTIONS. 

Table 4 illustrates the breakdown of verge waste from each member council of MRC. This 

data is based on the percentages of waste fractions from verge waste audit and actual total 

tonnages at the Weighbridge. 

Table 4 Breakdown of verge waste by fraction and MRC member council (tonnes). 
  Councils 
 
Waste 
Fractions 

Wanneroo Cambridge Victoria 
Park 

Joondalup Stirling Perth Vincent MRC 
Total 

White 
goods 199 69 146 174 126 7 47 767 
Scrap 
metal 1,114 461 365 2,604 2,335 24 151 7,055 

Plastics 
239 184 61 781 568 1 35 1,869 

Furniture 
40 23 - 87 - - 6 155 

Timber 
1,114 738 463 2,083 1,577 4 204 6,183 

E-waste 
279 92 49 174 126 2 23 745 

Cardboard 
597 530 61 694 883 4 70 2,840 

Bicycles 
- - - - 126 - - 126 

Toys 
- - - - - - - 0 

Styrofoam 
- - - - - - - 0 

Tyres 
80 69 - 260 - - 6 415 

Mattress 
80 46 - 174 63 1 6 370 

Glass 
40 - 12 521 63 - 6 642 

General 
waste 80 69 24 174 126 1 17 491 
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The Table 4 illustrates that over 50% of the verge waste consists of scrap metal and 

timber.  The largest waste generators are Joondalup, Stirling and Wanneroo.  These 

Council are the largest by population. The Table shows that most verge waste is 

recyclable.  The challenge is whether it is recoverable in an efficient manner.  

 

Recommendations 3.11 

 MRC should evaluate the option of recyclable collection and target at maximum diversion 

of these recyclables.  

4 MRC- MEMBER COUNCILS CURRENT VERGE 
WASTE MANAGEMENT 

To pursue “Towards Zero Waste by 2020” targets, the MRC needs to focus on best 

practice in waste management. E.g. most of waste collected during verge collections is 

sent to landfill. Householders from various councils within MRC receive pamphlets 

containing verge waste collection guidelines and details of charities to call for their 

unwanted (reusable) items, a few days prior to the collection period. These guidelines 

describe requirements for size and type of items to be placed as a verge waste for 

collection.  Hence, each council has their own set of guidelines and preferred method of 

collection i.e. contractor or by council. Frequencies of hard waste collection schedules 

vary between councils but, usually one to two collections a year. In addition, some 

councils have a mixed collection scheduled i.e. hard waste and green waste.  

The Councils‟ emphasis on compliance is focussed on;  

 Illegal dumping on verges before and after the collection dates 

 OH&S and public safety issues 

 Littering issues. 

The following sections are the result of a review of current verge waste management 

practices by MRC member councils, including identification of differences between councils 

and opportunities for regional consistency and possible regional management which will 

result in better resource efficiencies. 

 

 

Carpet 
80 23 24 87 126 1 12 353 

Building 
Materials 40 - 12 868 189 - - 1,109 

Total 
3,980 2,305 1,218 8,679 6,310 45 582 23,119 
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4.1 MRC VERGE WASTE COLLECTION FREQUENCY 

The MRC member councils have differing frequencies of verge waste collection during the 

year. Cities of Wanneroo and Joondalup have continuous verge waste collection over a 9 

month cycle, while the Towns of Cambridge and Victoria Park and the City of Stirling have 2 

collection periods per year in autumn and spring, while City of Perth and Town of Vincent 

have one single verge waste collection service. 

 

Table 5 MRC collection frequencies for each member council. 

Councils Wanneroo Stirling Perth Joondalup  Vincent Cambridge 
Victoria 
Park 

Frequency  1 per 9 
months 
cycle 

2 1 
1 per 9 
months 
cycle 

1 2 2 

 

Recommendation 4.1 

 MRC should review the collection system and frequencies with a view to a 

coordinated regional approach.  

 

4.2 MEMBER COUNCIL’S CURRENT VERGE WASTE GUIDELINES AND 
POLICY 

Each member council has the responsibility of verge waste management and the autonomy 

regarding the best means of moving “Towards Zero Waste”. Hence, each council has a 

separate set of guidelines specific to their ratepayers.   In order to identify differences in 

guidelines, often generated from differing local government experience in verge waste 

management, and opportunities for improving consistency amongst MRC member councils a 

comparison between guidelines is shown in Tables 6, 7 and 8. 

The tables make a comparison between councils based on the following categories: 

1. Items accepted for collection 

2. Items explicitly not accepted for collection 

3. Special notes and instructions from councils to their householders. 
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In Table 6 a comparison of accepted items for verge waste collection is shown.  The main 

differences are borne out of different situations and experiences each council has in regards 

to verge waste management, ie. OH&S, collection contractor requirements, environmental 

protection objectives, etc.  There is significant opportunity for councils to pool their 

experiences and capacities in this area and develop a regional consistent verge waste 

management system.  This may result in more resources being directed towards public 

education and verge waste resource recovery.  

 

 

Table 6 Comparison of Member Councils’ Current Waste Collection Guidelines . 

Cities and Towns of Mindarie Regional Council 
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Cardboard should be flattened, kept dry and should be stacked 

separately 

       

Plastic products should be stacked separately        

Household items and general junk < 1.5 meters long; not more 

than 70 kg 

       

Batteries stacked separately with a maximum of one per 

household 

       

White 

goods 

Doors removed so children cannot get trapped        

Fridges, freezers and air conditioners should be de- 

gassed by a refrigeration servicemen 

       

Timber  less than 1.5 meters long        

Furniture        

Garden waste        
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In Table 7 the explicitly stated excluded items from verge waste are listed.  This is a complete 

list of all exclusions by member councils, hence the table shows where these excluded items 

are clearly listed as a form of public awareness.   

However the wide range of exclusions and inconsistency between councils can be addressed 

for the benefit of consistent education and messages to the public (Table 8).  Some excluded 

items are allowed in other councils.   

 

Table 7 Member Councils Current Waste Collection Guidelines: Items not 
accepted*. 

Cities and Towns of Mindarie Regional Councils 
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Batteries        

Garage door rollers        

Child car seat        

Glass        

Commercial waste like multiple appliances        

Green waste        

Old gas bottles        

Fencing items        

Asbestos        

Inflammable liquids like paint and oil        

Tyres        

Motor vehicle parts        

Household waste        

Foodstuff        

Brick        
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Cement products        

Sand        

Rubble        

Building products        

Timber        

Tiles        

*These items are explicitly stated as not acceptable for verge collection in the guidelines. 

 

Table 8 Comparison of Member Councils Notes of Current Waste Collection 
Guidelines.  

 

  Cities and Towns of Mindarie Regional Councils 
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Old gas bottles encouraged to be taken to Kleenheat        

Residents are encourage to put their rubbish out only 10 

days prior to the collection 

       

All residents are encouraged to contact charities such as 

Anglicare to pick up clothes, furniture, household goods 

and other bric-a-brac. All these items should be clean and 

in good condition 

       

All residents are encouraged to hold a garage sale        

All residents are encouraged to take recyclables to the 

Recycling Centre at Balcatta 

 

       

Separate collection of plastic items such as plastic 

shopping bags, chairs, plastic wrapping, styrene 

packaging.  Maximum length is 1.5 meters 

       

Keep all material clear of fences, water meters and 

sprinklers 

       

Placement of waste on verge before receipt of “Household 

Waste Collection” pamphlets is not allowed 

       

Placement of junk after the completion date is not allowed        
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Residents are encouraged to place their rubbish only on 

the weekend set-out date, not before 

       

Trees or shrubs should not exceed more than 1.5 meters 

in length; lawn clipping should be placed in boxes or bags. 

       

 

Guidelines from each member council state clearly the compliance conditions for verge waste 

placement. They inform householders about outcomes resulting from failure to comply with 

these conditions. Non-Compliance Card is issued to householders when a non-compliant 

event is identified. However, approximately 70% of households audited did not separate waste 

in accordance to the guidelines. Also, approximately 18% of waste had green waste 

contamination. Contractors collected everything mixed for subsequent landfilling.  Segregation 

of green waste vs hard waste is critical with a view to maximising resource recovery. 

Recommendation 4.2  

 MRC should establish a review committee to look at developing a set of 

guidelines that are consistent on a regional basis and consistent with the MRC 

Waste Minimisation Policy; 
 

 

 Education campaign for all residents of the Mindarie Regional Council is 

required; 
 

 MRC to consider a differential charging system where green waste and 

recyclables are collected at no charge as part of council services and waste 

collected for landfilling to be chargeable. 

4.3 AUDIT FINDINGS SUMMARY FROM MEMBER COUNCILS  

The following is a summary of findings from the verge waste audit conducted by Hofstede and 

Associates in 2009 within MRC on householders‟ verge waste collection.  
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4.3.1 City of Wanneroo 

 Collection schedule is combined; green waste and general waste 

 Collection frequency is 1/9 months cycle 

 Waste is collected by City of Wanneroo 

 Distance between the City of Wanneroo and Tamala Park is approximately 18km 

 98% of householders did not separate the waste 

 2% of householders had green waste contamination with hard waste 

 0.5% of householders left gas bottles on verge for collection 

 2% of householders had fridges with doors still attached 

 

4.3.2 Town of Cambridge 

 Collection schedule is combined green waste and general waste 

 Collection frequency is twice a year 

 Waste is collected by contractor (Incredible Bulk) 

 Distance between the Town of Cambridge and Tamala Park is approximately 37km 

 96% of householders did not separate the waste 

 22% of householders had green contamination with hard waste. 

 

4.3.3 Town of Victoria Park 

 Guidelines stated clearly “Do not place green waste out on the verge for this collection” 

 General waste and green waste have different collection schedules 

 Collection frequency is twice a year for the general waste 

 Distance between the Town of Victoria Park and Tamala Park is approximately 41km 

 Waste is collected by contractor (Kwinana Recycling Centre) 

 79% of householders did not separate the waste 

 2% of householders had green waste contamination. 
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4.3.4 City of Joondalup 

 Collection schedule is combined green waste and general waste 

 Collection frequency is 1/9 months cycle for the full service 

 Distance between the City of Joondalup and Tamala Park is approximately 9km 

 Waste is collected by City of Wanneroo. NB - Incredible Bulk is on stand-by in case the 

collection requirements exceed the capacity of the City of Wanneroo 

 96% of householders did not separate the waste 

 84% of householders had green waste contamination 

 5% of householders left nails on timber and fridges left with doors attached. 

 

4.3.5 City of Stirling 

 General waste and green waste have different collection schedules 

 During the audit, a householder was asked if he was aware of verge waste guidelines‟ 

content; he replied that „there was no need to since the contractor removes the waste 

anyhow whatever I put out‟ 

 Collection frequency is twice a year for the general waste collection 

 Distance between the City of Stirling and Tamala Park is approximately 25km 

 Waste is collected by City of Stirling. NB - Contractor used as a last resort 

 53% of householders did not separate the waste 

 Waste was spilling onto the street and also items were longer than 1.5m 

 City of Stirling collected everything regardless of the size (observation made during the 

audit) 

 23% of householders put out hazardous waste (car batteries, gas bottles, paint, etc.) 

 Several householders left items overhanging on the main road, nails on timber sticking 

out and also fridges with doors still attached. 
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4.3.6 City of Perth 

 Collection Schedule is combined green waste and general waste, not many 

householders have a garden 

 Collection frequency is once a year for the full service 

 Distance between the City of Perth and Tamala Park is approximately 34km 

 Waste is collected by City of Perth NB - Two compactor trucks are hired to complete 

the waste collections 

 Several householders did not separate the waste 

 Several householders had gas bottles and one had a bag of cement placed on the 

verge for collection. 

 

4.3.7 Town of Vincent 

 The audit did not coincide with the schedule verge side waste collection of the Town of 

Vincent 

 General waste and green waste have different collection schedules 

 Collection frequency is once a year for the general waste 

 Distance between the Town of Vincent and Tamala Park is approximately 28km 

 Waste is collected by contractor (Kwinana Recycling Centre). 

4.4 USE OF VERGE WASTE COLLECTION CONTRACTORS IN MRC 

Several councils exclusively use contractors to collect the verge waste.  There are a number 

of benefits of using contractors, such as dedicated expertise in verge waste collection; no 

other council resources are required apart from contract management.  Due to the nature of 

offering 1-2 collections per year councils don‟t need to maintain a truck fleet and associated 

staff.  This is especially relevant to smaller councils.  It is beyond the scope of this audit to 

evaluate the cost of the use of contractors compared to Council conducting the verge waste 

collection in house. 

The following section reviews the use of verge waste collection contractors by councils and is 

based upon contractor and council interviews. 
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4.4.1 City of Wanneroo 

The City of Wanneroo employs it own staff and equipment for verge waste collection. The 

following summary was generated during the audit through an interview conducted with the 

City of Wanneroo: 

 It is not economical to continue recycling white goods and TV sets 

 Recycling of metals and electronics these items are contracted out 

 Wanneroo‟s guidelines are strict but not implemented well 

 Illegal dumping is the main problem; one of the possible causes might be due to the 

increase in tipping fees at Tamala Park and other places 

 Some householders hide hazardous materials in between cardboard 

 Over-sized items could damage the compactor vehicles 

 Some of the waste was found on footpath 

 The audit found most of the householders to be non-compliant; One of the reasons 

might be due to householders lacking the right information regarding bulk waste 

guidelines 

 Issue with scavengers such as contamination of waste and disruption of the waste that 

has been separated correctly on the verge 

 If broken glass is present on the footpath at the time of the collection, it is taken away 

 Paint and hazardous materials are found during the collection. 

           
 

Figure 10 Examples of OH&S risks 1. Hazardous materials; 2. Broken glass; 3. Item 
over 1.5m long. 
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The following comments and suggestions were formulated based on council interview: 
 

 Introduce licenses for scavengers, even though, there are divided opinions 

between councils 

 Provide unlimited tipping passes to the recycling centre, as means of increasing 

recycling 

 Get the Government involved – for example pay a small amount of money for TV 

sets to those who recycle their old sets 

 Increase in trucks and work force for separating and sorting through the rubbish 

to increase recycling 

 Advertise different means of recycling and verge waste guidelines, using mass 

media 

 Enforce guidelines 

 Make the changes gradually for smooth transition amongst residents. 

 

4.4.2 Town of Cambridge 

The Town of Cambridge employs a contractor for their verge waste collection. The following 

summary was generated during the audit through an interview conducted with the contractor; 

Incredible Bulk: 

 Different trucks were used to collect tyres for recycling, but found to be very costly 

 All waste taken to Tamala Park 

 Lawrence and Sims recycle white goods and metals 

 E- Waste is transported in separate trucks. SIMS charges $750 per tonne 

 Scavengers should be encouraged, as they contribute to waste diversion from landfill, 

however, they are found to cause problems with residents due to very early start to 

scavenging; disturbing stacked waste; etc. 

 Illegal dumping is an issue in the area 

 Non-Compliance Card is issued to householders when a non-compliant event is 

identified 

 No reports issued to Cambridge council in regards to non-compliant waste 
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 Driver will not pick up paint and oil because it is not meant to be on the verge 

 Incredible Bulk endeavours to increase recycling practices, by separating the general 

waste at collection; this is regardless of the fact that it is not a part of the contract 

agreement between the Town of Cambridge and the contractor. 

 

The following comments and suggestions were generated from the contractor: 
 

 The contractor uses five different trucks for collection which means collection 

process is more time consuming. To compensate for that, contractors should be 

paid for time instead of per household.  

 Better worker‟s compensation is required to do the extra recycling. For instance, 

two people are required to lift a big TV. Therefore, reducing the risk of any injury 

and creating a safe working environment; 

 An education campaign for all residents of the Mindarie Regional Council is 

required once MRC has developed a regional verge waste collection service. 

4.4.3 Town of Victoria Park 

The Town of Victoria Park employs Kwinana Recycling Centre as a contractor for their verge 

waste collection. The following summary was generated during the audit through an interview 

conducted with the contractor. 

 Twice a year residents can take their hazardous materials such as paint to the depot 

for free disposal. This reduces OH&S matters when contractors pick up verge waste; 

 All bulk waste goes to Tamala Park 

 Double side parking on narrow roads is one of the biggest issues contractors face 

during the collections 

 When contractor reports non-compliance in Victoria Park, the situation is allegedly 

dealt with more effective (than in Vincent), however there remains a feeling that 

councils are not strict enough with following up on infringements of set guidelines. 
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The following comments and suggestions were generated from the contractor 
 

 Access to waste is one of the biggest issues contractors face during the 

collection, due to traffic incl. parked vehicles. To overcome this matter, 

contractor suggested to work through the night and early morning before the 

traffic increases. This could help to reduce the cost for traffic management 

which is usually at the expense of the contractor, and may also help to reduce 

the occurrence of road rage and accidents on the road during peak hour time 

 The council should issue fines to reduce the number of scavengers (though, 

some service providers would like to see scavengers have bigger role in urban 

waste) 

 Clothes are still being left on verge waste for collection. They should be banned 

from the verge collection. More awareness and education should be available 

for residents: i.e. donating to charities 

 Recycling of push bikes; broken push bikes can be repaired and given to needy 

children 

 The Town of Vincent could follow Victoria Park‟s example - ask residents to 

bring their flammable and hazardous items to the depot to drop it off for free (at 

least once every year) 

 

4.4.4 City of Joondalup 

The City of Joondalup employs a contractor for their verge waste collection. The following 

summary was generated during the audit through an interview conducted with the contractor, 

the City of Wanneroo: 

 Bulk waste collected on a 9 month cycle. 46 areas done over 38 weeks (mixed 

collections) 

 A decrease in waste between 2008 and 2009 – due to an increased number of 

scavengers taking the steel out of white goods and electric goods 

 Records of waste quantities (green and mixed) are kept 

 Illegal placement of waste on verges of parks (big issue) 
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 Issue with scavengers (contamination of waste, disrupt the waste that has been 

separated correctly on the verge). 

 

Figure 11 Scavengers at work 
 

 

4.4.5 City of Stirling 

The City of Stirling employs it own staff for verge waste collection. The following summary was 

generated during the audit through an interview conducted with the City of Stirling: 

 White goods are separated first and recycled 

 E-Waste and plastics are separated and recycled (currently going through a 12 weeks 

trial period) 

 The cost of plastic material collection last year was approximately $1,000 p/tonne. It 

was estimated that the new verge plastic collection for the period of July - December 

2010 will cost approximately  $1,641 p/tonne 

 Records of waste quantities are kept along with dockets and invoices and weighbridge 

details 

 Mixed waste is disposed of at Tamala Park and costs around $429,000 per year 

 Offenders of Illegal dumping, littering and commercial tree loppers dumping green 

waste are given infringement notices and if not responsive, the Rangers take action 

 Green waste contamination - fairly minimal, but when contamination occurs, 

infringement notice issued immediately, followed up by the Rangers. 
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4.4.6 City of Perth 

The City of Perth employs it own staff for verge waste collection. The following summary was 

generated during the audit through an interview conducted with the City of Perth: 

 Recent change - white goods collected separately and delivered undamaged to 

Tamala Park 

 Leaflets are sent out to residents and contain information about charity collections to 

maximise waste reuse and diversion 

 The city requests that residents do not place any items on verges until the weekend 

before collection week. This is because most city verges are narrow or non-existent. 

Where there is no verge there are footpaths so these areas are collected first 

 Some waste is placed in dangerous positions, too close to the kerb 

 Concerns about syringes in the rubbish 

 Machinery used as much as possible to avoid injuries or accidents 

 Non-compliance can lead to worker injury – e.g. a metal pipe which was more than 1.5 

meters was thrown into the truck hitting a worker on the head 

 Sometimes diversion of traffic to the other side of the road is required. 

 

Figure 12 Large Item protruding onto the foot path. 
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The following comments and suggestions were generated from the City of Perth: 

 Review of verge waste collection operating hours and evaluate night time 

collection 

 Education campaign for all residents of the Mindarie Regional Council is 

required 

 Enforcement of consistent guidelines. 

 

4.4.7 Town of Vincent  

The Town of Vincent employs a contractor for their verge waste collection. The following 

summary was generated during the audit through an interview conducted with the contractor, 

Kwinana Recycling Centre: 

 All bulk waste goes to Tamala Park 

 Paint spilt all over truck driver during the handling of the waste; it was found hidden in 

a box. The contractor feels that the Town of Vincent has not taken any action to 

reduce the occurrence of such non-compliant acts 

 A Non-Compliance Card is issued to householders when non compliant event is 

identified. 

 A pile of syringes in the verge, however feels Vincent has not taken any action to 

reduce the occurrence of such non-compliant acts. 
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The following comments and suggestions were generated from the contractor, Kwinana 
Recycling Centre: 

 Councils should offer a better solution to get rid of non-compliant items; e.g. 

offering one day free parking ticket anywhere in the Mindarie Regional Council 

in return for disposing of hazardous material in a safe manner 

 Alternatively, householders could call their council to organise a special pick up 

of their hazardous material at a symbolic cost 

 Pamphlets given to residents should contain only key points 

 All residents should be requested to knock their cupboards flat - better way to 

recycle 

 Council to adopt collection of white goods separately 

 

 If a new fridge is bought, the old fridge is traded in, that way the white goods 

companies can get money from scrap metal and also increase recycling 

 Separate pick-up trucks provided by the councils for recyclables such as timber, 

steel, E-waste and mattresses 

 Councils should set high standards for equipment (trucks) and their services, 

not just concentrate on getting the best value for money 

 Contractor should be allowed to start work early in the morning in busy areas 

 Discourage councils using square kerbs as these cause damage to the trucks 

 Creation of central point collections in areas where there is little verge space 

 Kwinana Recycling Centre feels that the council should ban scavengers 

because they contaminate the verge waste and take away tonnes of valuable 

metal that the contractor depends on for income. It is also a safety matter 

 Discourage residents from using skip bins as these result in increased waste 

and recyclables dumped into landfill. 
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4.5 LITTERING MANAGEMENT/ILLEGAL DUMPING 

Placing hard waste on the verge is considered littering if it is placed on the verge in an 

untimely or inappropriate manner. Councils can give individual permission to put out hard 

waste prior to the timeline set by council guidelines, however for various reasons, hard waste 

should only be put out within the week prior to collection. 

Councils are often unaware exactly who is responsible for waste dumped outside verge 

collection time slots. 

 

Recommendation 4.5 

 Develop an online Resident Waste Service Request Form to allow residents to 

immediately inform Council about any of the following matters: 

• Illegal dumping 

• Lost or damaged bins 

• Missed collections 

• Requests for smaller or larger bins. 

 

4.6 OCCUPATIONAL HEALTH & SAFETY ISSUES 

Residents are expected to place bulk rubbish out 7-10 days before the scheduled pickup. This 

would assist in: 

 Ensuring items do not spend extended periods of time on verges 

 Aims to minimise health and safety risks 

 Allow resident sufficient time for cleanups and waste placement on the verge. 

Products left out for collection are often selectively acquired by ‘scavengers‟. In such 

instances, there is no way to ensure scavenged items will be disposed of correctly. There is 

also risk of injury to scavengers as there is no assurance that scavengers are equipped with 

correct Personal Protective Equipment (PPE), such as steel-capped boots and gloves.  
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Figure 13 A scavenger loading reusable furniture 
 

Scavengers sort through verge side waste in search of the valuable materials. In doing so, 

they often leave the waste piles untidy, which results in an (increased) aversion towards waste 

scavengers by the citizens, councils and waste collection contractors. 

 

 

Figure 14 Scavengers sorting through verge waste 
 

It appears the non-use of suitable PPE may also be a health and safety issue among 

contractors who collect the verge waste, Figure 15.   
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Figure 15 A contractor loading verge waste without wearing protective gloves 

 

Following are several circumstances that can lead to OH&S issues (Figure 16):  

   

Figure 16 Nail sticking out of timber and broken glass 

Scavengers are very active during the verge waste period; they could harm themselves 

sorting through the waste.  

Damaged E-waste products at the verge-side can leave potentially toxic components (e.g. 

toxic elements/chemicals) on the verge and roads, which can enter storm water run-off. In 

addition to contaminating storm water, such hazards can also present an immediate health 

and safety risk to residents, pets and wildlife.  
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Non-segregated waste sent to the Tamala Park Landfill may contain hazardous materials. 

Such materials have the potential to cause harm to contractors, scavengers, the general 

public and can also leak toxic elements into the groundwater once disposed of into the landfill. 

Flammable liquids hidden in the verge waste have caused fires in receiving trucks. 

 

Figure 16 Non-segregated waste stream 

 

Recommendations 4.6 

 Develop verge waste operational manual 

 MRC should place E-waste as the primary priority for resource recovery and 

diversion from landfill from 2010 onwards 

 MRC should enforce the guidelines. 
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4.7 COMMUNITY WASTE EDUCATION 

In order to manage verge waste sustainably and work “Towards Zero Waste”, there are a 

number of actions the MRC should take into consideration: 

 To inform residents of the waste hierarchy: 

• Waste prevention/ reduction: minimising the use of resources and reducing the 

quantities and/or hazardous qualities of the waste generated 

• Reuse: using products or items again for the same or different purposes 

• Recycle: reprocessing of waste materials for use as a feedstock in the manufacture 

of the same or a different product 

• Recover: obtaining value from wastes by composting, energy recovery or other 

technologies 

• Disposal as the last resort: if there is no other appropriate solution, the disposal of 

waste by land filling and/or incineration without energy recovery. 

 To incorporate facts into the resident‟s guideline pamphlets, such as:  

• Each year more than 1.6 million computers are sent to landfill around Australia 

• E-Waste is growing at three times the rate of general rubbish 

• An estimated 7 million computers are sitting in the back of cupboards and garages 

• Australia sends 1.25 million mattresses to landfill each year 

• Most people dispose of a mattress every 8-10 years 

• The average mattress contains: 

• 12.5 kilograms of steel 

• 2 kilograms of wood 

• 1.5 kilograms of foam 

• Recycling just 1 tonne of plastic saves enough energy to run a fridge for a month. 

Recommendations 4.7   

 MRC should include on its website a user friendly, amalgamated bulk verge 

waste page (containing information on all MRC member councils).  

 MRC should conduct surveys to gauge residents‟ level of satisfaction with verge 

waste collection services, and to identify any underlying issues with compliance. 
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4.8 LEGAL ASPECTS AND PUBLIC LIABILITY 

Verge waste could be comprised of different types of material, some of which could cause 

harm to human and the environment. As a result, there could be a public liability and access 

right issues associated with public sorting through the council‟s verge waste.   

After a few phone call interviews, with various councils across Western Australia in regards to 

public liability issues and ownership of verge waste, during the collection period assigned by 

each council, it is widely acknowledged that there is no best practice model for the provision of 

hard waste collection services. It also needs to be noted that there is no legislative 

requirement for councils to provide a hard waste collection service, however there is a high 

degree of community expectation that a service be provided.  

Observations during on-street audit conducted by Hofstede & Associates, found that some of 

the waste obstructing foot paths, which could result in public to trip over hanged items, or 

detouring them to walk into the road to get round the obstruction.  

 

 

Recommendations 4.8  

 MRC should engage with WAMA to conduct investigation into legal framework for 

aspects of verge waste disposal and collection with a focus on public liability, 

OH&S and Council obligations and rights. 
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5 FUTURE WASTE PROJECTIONS 

In order to allow for future planning verge waste generation projections were made based on 

population growth in the relevant MRC areas.  Population projection data was supplied by the 

Mindarie Regional Council.  

The data used to plot Figure 18 was collated from Hyder Consulting Pty Ltd - Integrated 

Regional Plan for the processing of municipal solid waste. 

 

 

Figure 17 Projected Population for MRC (2009-2022) 
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Figure 18 shows the projected waste generation in the MRC and the progression towards 

waste minimisation and recovery to replace landfill disposal.  

 Figure 18 is based on:   

- Total waste per capita in mass = 0.0386 tonnes; 

- Total waste per capita in volume = 0.4325 m3; 

- And the following assumptions: 

-  Verge waste generation activity is linearly correlated with population growth 

and the predicted decline in verge waste requiring landfill towards 2020. This decline 

can be mostly attributed to the implementation of Waste Hierarchy. Also, to new 

diversion strategy incorporating various stockholders that will divert significant 

tonnages of recyclables from the verge waste stream. 

-  The MRC will increase verge waste recycling as per Table 9 for each year 

 
NB: - No recycling data was available from any member councils except from Town of 

Cambridge. This data was not used to project the waste 

-  Verge waste generation is set to reach approximately 310,000 m3 by 

2021/2022 

- Increased verge waste recycling is predicted to decrease the amount of waste 

being sent to landfill per year by approximately 280,000 m3 in 2022, leaving only 

30,000 m3 destined for landfill. This is equivalent to approximately 10% of the total 

amount of verge waste generated by 2022. 
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Figure 18 Future Tamala Park Landfill Verge Waste Delivery Projections (2009 2022) – 

by volume (m3). 

  
Table 9 shows the proportion of each waste fraction that could be diverted from landfill each 

year. These data are based on volumes (m3) proportions collected from on street audit i.e. a 

total of 6% of white goods from waste stream proportion, 3% of this waste could be diverted in 

2010. No white goods should enter the landfill from 2011 onwards.  

The diversion rates are ambitious and have been set as a target rather than as a criteria or 

performance indicator. 
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Table 9 Waste fraction projection for period 2010 – 2022. 

 

2010 2011 2012 2013 2014 2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 

White goods   3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

Scrap metal   4.5 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 

Plastics      2 2 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 

Furniture     4.5 4.5 4.5 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 9 

Timber        0 5 10 15 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 20 

E-waste   5 5 5 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

Cardboards    4 4 4 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Bicycles      0.5 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Kids toys     1 1 1 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 2 

Styrofoam     0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Tyres        1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 

Mattress      7 7 7 7 

 

7 7 7 7 7 7 7 7 

Glass         0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

General waste 2 4 6 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 8 

Carpet        0 3 3 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 6 

Building Material 0 0 0 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
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Table 10 Breakdown of verge waste projection data 

Year 

Projected tonnage 

going to landfill 

Projected tonnage diverted 

from landfill 

Assumed % of 

diverted waste  

2009 23,119 0 0 

2010 15,253 8,213 34 

2011 9,153 14,621 52 

2012 6,875 17,247 63 

2013 2,565 21,866 86 

2014 867 23,911 84 

2015 878 24,209 91 

2016 890 24,544 91 

2017 902 24,880 91 

2018 913 25,177 91 

2019 925 25,513 91 

2020 937 25,848 91 

2021 950 26,183 91 

2022 960 26,481 91 

 

The breakdown of the data from the Table 10 is used to create the Figure 19.  
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 Figure 19  Future Tamala Park Landfill Verge Waste Delivery Projections (2009-
2022) by weight (tonnes).  
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6 ALTERNATIVES TO COUNCIL COLLECTION 

6.1 SCAVENGERS 

Promoting and facilitating material recovery would not only benefit waste scavengers at 

verge waste collection but would contribute to better waste management and more 

sustainable resource management practices.  

Recommendations 6.1 

 MRC should develop a clear policy on scavengers for verge waste collection 

6.2 CHARITIES 

Charities across Australia spend over $3 million per year on tipping fees. These fees 

were applied on presumed re-useable/recyclable materials. To use charities as an 

alternative to council collection, charities should be given a privilege by subsidising 

tipping fees. This would encourage a proactive role from all charities 

Recommendations 6.2  

 MRC should establish a strong joint venture relationship with charities  

 

6.3 WASTE EXCHANGE 

Residents should be informed about waste exchange programs such as; Freecycle.org- 

a web based swap meet; where interested people can pick up items free of charge.   

The aim of Freecycle is for people to offer their unwanted items to others and keep hard 

rubbish off the streets and out of landfills. Western Australia already has over 3500 

members in the Cities of Joondalup, Perth and Stirling.  
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6.4 GARAGE SALES 

Garage sales could be a valuable mean in diverting good items ending up in landfill.  

The council could also provide householders with a set number of free passes per year 

to sell their unwanted items at the weekend market (e.g. Canning Vale Market) as part of 

promotional and awareness campaign. This process would minimise waste going to 

landfill. 

Recommendations 6.3 and 6.4 

 MRC to develop new alternatives to divert waste going to landfill.  

 

 

Figure 20 A householder running a garage sale  
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7 NEW PROPOSED GUIDELINE OPTIONS 

Selections from each of the seven councils existing guidelines could be compiled to 

create a compilation guideline suitable for all councils. Suitable inclusions for a generic 

verge waste guideline format are included below: 

Option 1- Enhance Current  Verge Waste Collection Schedule 

The following recommendations should be included in the guideline pamphlet delivered 

to residents to enhance resource recovery: 

 Please, segregate your waste and stack it separately 

 Call charities to collect your unwanted items that are still in good condition 

 Householders should be aware that their waste placed on the verge could be 

potentially re-used, recycled or recovered. Each household should separate the 

waste on the verge as categorised in Table 11. 

Table 11 Verge waste descriptions 

 Description 

Plastics Including garden hoses, swimming pool covers, toys, packaging and 

furniture that cannot be reused. Small plastic items should be placed 

in your yellow bin. 

Cardboard Any cardboard (without Styrofoam). 

Scrap metal Including fridges, air conditioners, stoves, washing machines, chicken 

webbing, wire, bicycles, roller doors, metal fencing (two per 

household), any other scrap metal. Items should not be longer than 

1.5 metres. 

E-waste Televisions, computers, vacuum cleaners, any small kitchen 

appliances.  

Mattresses 

and furnishing 

Furnishing like sofa beds, couches etc. 
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 The following is a list of items that SHOULD NOT be placed onto the verge 

during the scheduled verge waste collection period, and presents some 

alternative disposal options: 

 

Table 12Disposing of waste unsuitable for disposal via verge waste collection 

Materials Description Destination 

Batteries Car batteries (one per household) 
Contact your local 

council 

Child car seat 

Due to health & safety risks, child car 

seats should not be placed onto verge 

side. 

Contact your local 

council 

Gas bottles 
Old gas bottles (could be potentially 

explosive material if not handled correctly) 

Contact your local 

council 

Building 

Material 

Including bricks, cement products, sand, 

rubble and tiles. 

Contact your local 

council 

Car body parts Including tyres and motor vehicle parts 
Contact your local 

council 

Inflammable 

materials 
Inflammable liquids like paint and oil 

Contact your local 

council 

Asbestos 
Asbestos sheeting should be handled 

accordingly 

Contact your local 

council 

The materials listed in Table 12, should be taken directly to specified destinations. 

 

 Please do not: 

• Allow items to obstruct the footpath 

• Put any items under trees, against power poles or their support wires, against 

fences, on or next to water meters and/or sprinklers 

• Put out excessive amounts of household items 
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• Put unwanted items in front of vacant lots, commercial properties, reserves or 

parks. 

Residents should place their hard waste on the verge on the date specified and not 

before. 

 

Option 2 – Split Waste Collections 

This option consists of multiple scheduled pick-ups to maximise the diversion of waste 

from landfill. 

 Call charities to collect your unwanted items that are still in good condition, this 

includes clothing.  

Check the web site for your waste exchange at http://www.freecycle.org  

Table 13 Schedule of verge hard waste to be collected by various stakeholders 

 

Description Period 

1 One annual on street garage sale day to be held few weeks prior to 

Christmas.  

This event will be organized by Local Council (e.g. advertising the 

event) and endorsed by various stakeholders. 

Stakeholders will be providing important information to all 

householders during the annual on street garage sale in regards of 

their role in achieving sustainable outcomes from their verge waste. 

Material left after the garage sale will be collected at the end of the 

event by the various stakeholders. 

Oct-Dec 

2 E-waste Items; incl. TV‟s, all electrical appliances. These items will be 

collected by Council/ Contractor  

Cardboard; flattened cardboard to be collected by a contractor. 

Jan-Feb 

3 Mattresses and furnishing (eg. sofa beds, couches) and unpainted 

timber. 

April 

4 Scrap metal, incl. fridges, air conditioners, stoves, washing machines, 

chicken webbing, wire, bicycles, roller doors, metal fencing (two per 

household), and any other scrap metal. All items should not be longer 

than 1.5 meters. 

Sept 

http://www.freecycle.org/
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8 CONCLUSION 

 

The largest types of waste disposed off through verge waste collection are scrap metal 

and timber, 30% and 27% of waste respectively, and both have resource value.  Hence 

in the first instance it is recommended to focus on recovery and recycling of these 

materials; followed by the next high volume waste as to progressively recover materials 

from this waste stream. 

Special consideration should be given to E-waste quantities as e –waste generation is 

about to escalate in the near future due to the phasing out of analogue systems in favour 

of digital electronic equipment as well as regular home computer equipment  

replacement.  Currently, the proportion of E-waste going to landfill is only 3%.   The 

potential resource value of E -waste, the high risk of pollution potential as well as the 

desire to keep this waste from landfill disposal creates an opportunity to anticipate and 

put management initiatives in place to prevent E waste from entering the landfill disposal 

stream.   E waste can be recycled. However, the challenge is to have the infrastructure 

in place to recycle the waste. 

In order for each member council to achieve respective waste minimisation policy it is 

recommended that each MRC member contributes to a common MRC waste 

minimization policy and that public education campaigns and verge waste management 

and public documentation be consistent across the MRC catchment.  
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9 RECOMMENDATIONS 

 The following recommendations are collated from different sections of this report and 

should be considered by the MRC in association with the following key points: 

Section   Recommendations 

3.1  To develop regional waste data collection system 

 MRC to develop a regional policy on verge waste management 

3.2  To evaluate the option of recyclable collection only and target at 

maximum diversion of these recyclables 

4.1 

 

 To review the collection system and frequencies with a view to a 

coordinated regional approach 

4.2 
 To establish a review committee to look at developing a set of 

guidelines that are consistent on a regional basis and consistent with 

the MRC Waste Minimisation Policy 

 

 To establish verge waste education campaigns for all residents of the 

Mindarie Regional Council 
 

 To consider a differential charging system where green waste and 

recyclables are collected as part of council services and waste 

collected for landfilling to be chargeable 

4.5  To develop an online Resident Waste Service Request Form to allow 

residents to request collection and to immediately inform Council about 

Illegal dumping lost or damaged bins and missed collections 

4.6  To develop verge waste operational manual 

 To place E-waste as the primary priority for resource recovery and 

diversion from landfill from 2010 onwards 

 To enforce the guidelines 
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4.7  
 To include on its website a user friendly, amalgamated bulk 

verge waste page 

 To conduct surveys to gauge residents‟ level of satisfaction with verge 

waste collection services, and to identify any underlying issues with 

compliance 

4.8  
 

 To engage with WAMA to conduct investigation into legal framework 

for aspects of verge waste disposal and collection with a focus on 

public liability, OH&S and Council obligations and rights 

6.1  To develop a clear policy on scavengers for verge waste collection 

6.2  To establish a strong joint venture relationship with charities 

6.3 and 6.4  To develop new alternatives to divert waste going to landfill 
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APPENDICES 

Appendix 1 Contractor Survey Questionnaire - 2009 
Council: 

Address:  

Phone: 

Peron interviewed:  

Position:  

 

 

 

 

 
 

Contract aspects 
 

1. Type of waste collected 

 What type of waste do you collect? 
 

2. Duration of contract 

 How long have you had a contract with the council? 
  

3. Cost  

 How are you paid? Is it per weight or per load? 
 

4. Contract conditions 

 Are you satisfied with the contract conditions? 

 Are there any improvements you would like in order to increase the 

efficiency of verge collection, e.g.: bigger trucks with a crusher to pack in 

more waste? Or separate trucks just to collect only recyclables to better 

increase contamination. 

5. OHS 

 Have you noticed any safety issues with verge collections 

 Are there any concerns you have? (Some examples) 
 

6. Compliance 

 Are the guidelines of the council provided to you before you undertake the 

job? 
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 From your experience, do you think the general public obeys the 

guidelines? 

 What are your suggestions in regards to contaminated or non compliant 

waste on the verge? 

 How do you deal with non-compliance? Are you required to fill out a 

report and submit it to the council? Or is photo evidence enough? 

 Have you ever reported any non-compliance verge waste to the council? 

Examples. 
 

 

 

7. Waste recovery and landfill 

 Where do you unload the verge waste collected by your company? 

(Where does it go if contaminated, is the waste sorted in recyclables and 

non-recyclables? Details.) 

 Since recycling is becoming more and more important, what are some of 

the incentive that you would like from the council to increase the efficiency 

of recycling in verge collection 

 What are your views of recycling in regards to business? Would it 

decrease your income unless incentives are provided?  

 


